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Aswan Day Tour from El Gouna

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Everyday 1 Day 04:00 AM

Enjoy Aswan Tours from El Gouna, Discover the most famous attractions of Aswan with our selection
of guided visits and things to do, Visit the High Dam, which protects Egypt from flooding from the
Nile

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Hotel pick-up and drop off in
Aswan
Egyptologist guide
Bottled water on board vehicle
during the tour
Entrance fees to the mentioned
sights in Aswan 
Transportation by private air-
conditioned vehicle
Lunch at a quality restaurant with
tasty food in Aswan
Sailboat Trip with Felucca

Any extras
Drinks
Tips

Itinerary:

Enjoy a Private day Tour to Aswan from El Gouna, Visit Aswan Highlights, The High Dam, The
temple of Goddess Isis( Phiala temple) and unfinished obelisk  and Sail with Felucca, Discover
the Nubian Culture
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up from your hotel in El Gouna

You will be picked up from your hotel in El Gouna at 04.00 by an
air-conditioning coach to Aswan it Takes 7 Hours driving

2 :Visiting High Dum and the Obelisk

Enjoy your Aswan Tour from El Gouna, visit the High Dam in
Aswan, its considered the forth pyramid of Egypt, Aswan High
Dam is a rock-fill dam located at the northern border between
Egypt and Sudan.The dam is fed by the River Nile and the
reservoir forms Lake Nasser.

Construction for the project began in 1960 and was completed in
1968. It was officially inaugurated in 1971. in era of X president
Gamal Abdel Nasser, proceed to see one of the longest obelisk in
Egypt “unfinished obelisk” in Aswan

 3:Visiting the Temples of Philae

continue our Aswan tour to visit the marvelous of Philae temple
and know the love story between Isis and Isories, One of Nubia's
most important monument sites, the Temples of Philae, 12
kilometers south of Aswan, was an ancient pilgrimage center for
the cult of Isis and dazzled travelers with its power for centuries.
This sacred site was venerated from the Pharaonic era up to the
Greek, Roman, and Byzantine periods with each ruler adding their
own stamp onto the stones here. Saved from a watery grave by
UNESCO's rescue project, which transferred the monuments block
by block from Philae Island to Agilika Island, today, the temples
continue to work their charm on all who visit

4 :Lunch and Go Back To El Gouna
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Lunch in local restaurant in Aswan, at the end of your Aswan Tour
from El Gouna, transfer back to your hotel in El Gouna.

Price:

  ($) 200 

  ( €) 190  

  (£) 178  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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